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Challenge for MBT:
 
Unifed description of static and dynamic 
properties of  large Fermi systems

Qualitatively 
and 

quantitatively 
accurate

Typically well 
modeled by 
GPE or ZNG



 Unitary limit: no interaction 
                        length scale…

 Universal physics...
Cold atomic gases
Neutron matter
High-Tc superconductors

 Simple, but hard to calculate!
   (Bertsch Many Body X-challenge)

System is dilute but...       strongly interacting!

Cold atoms near a Feshbach Cold atoms near a Feshbach 
resonance = unitary Fermi gas resonance = unitary Fermi gas 

Dimensional quantities: m, ℏ, n
→ E =  E

FG
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Very strong pairing correlations!



Density Functional Theory:
 
Unifed description of static and dynamic 
properties of  large Fermi systems

Methods:

QMC (statc)

DFT (statc and 
dynamic)

...
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We know what Eq. should be solved...
The only problem:
         How to do it in practice?

Input: 
energy density functional

Input: 
energy density functional



Alternative frameworks
Schrödinger (TD)DFT

Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (1964) implies that every observable can be written as 
a functional of the density

Runge-Gross theorem (1984) extends formalism towards time-dependent case…

Kohn-Sham method (1965) provides practical way of extracting some of 
observables (energy and one-body observables) 
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`

Most frequently cited 
paper in physics 
(within Physical Review 

journals) 



Alternative frameworks
Schrödinger (TD)DFT

 Derivation of H
int

 - “easy”

 Solving many body 
   Schrödinger equation - “hard”

 Derivation of E
int

 - “hard”

 Solving emerging equations
    of motion equation - “easy”
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KS mappingKS mapping

Formally rigorous 
way of approaching 

any interacting 
problem by

mapping it exactly 
to a much 

easier-to-solve 
noninteracting 

system.



SLDA: crucial for numerical 
treatment…

Results with many PDEs...

In practice at least petascale 
system is required... 
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particle density

kinetic density

NoteNote: DFT in principle is exact,
but in practice NOT! 
(EDF is postulated)   

Having the functional
we can map onto

problem of 
noninteracting particles... 



Ultracold atoms are superfluid!
N

or
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al
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BCS-like

pairing (anomalous) 
density

Note: kinetic density and diagonal part  of pairing density is divergentRegularization required! 
We use prescription given in:
Bulgac, Yu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 88 (2002) 042504
Bulgac, Phys. Rev. C65 (2002) 051305

Here we already assumed 
that the paring field (Δ~ν)

is local:
 

Δ(r,r') → Δ(r)
Otherwise: integro-differential 

equations…



Ultracold atoms are superfluid!
N

or
m

al
 

sy
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em

pairing (anomalous) 
density

… in solid state physics
typically more restricted 
approximation is used:

 

Δ(r,r') → Δ(r) → Δ  const
(decoupling approximation)...

“good” for studies of ground states
but

”not good” for studies of dynamics 
(for example dynamics of vortices)



Densities:

EDF:

Example of functional for the Unitary Fermi Gas



Kinetic term:
Effective mass α

σ
 of the particle

depends on local polarization 

and guarantees that correct limit 
is attained for n

↑
>>n

↓
 , 

where the problem reduces 
to the polaron problem
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Densities:

EDF:

Example of functional for the Unitary Fermi Gas



Normal interaction energy:

in order to get proper scaling:

Normal interaction energy:
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Densities:

EDF:

Example of functional for the Unitary Fermi Gas



Pairing energy:

in order to get proper scaling:

Pairing energy:

in order to get proper scaling:

Densities:

EDF:

Example of functional for the Unitary Fermi Gas



In order to restore Galilean 
invariance of the functional

In order to restore Galilean 
invariance of the functional

Densities:

EDF:

More details:
A. Bulgac, M.M. Forbes, P. Magierski,  
The Unitary Fermi Gas:  From Monte Carlo
to  Density Functionals,
Lecture Notes in Physics 836 
ed. W. Zwerger, Springer (2011).

Example of functional for the Unitary Fermi Gas



Our EDF:

compare to “BdG” functional:

Resulting equations of motion 
are identical to well known 
Bogoliubov de-Gennes (BdG) equations

In BdG due to absence of the self-energy D = 0, all interaction efects are 
modeled through the pairing interaction.  One unphysical consequence is 
that the normal state is described as completely noninteracting in 
this model.  While this may capture some qualitative features of the theory,  
it cannot be trusted for quantitative results.



Figure from: A. Bulgac, M.M. Forbes, P. Magierski, 
Lecture Notes in Physics, Vol. 836, Chap. 9, p.305-373 (2012)  



Figure from: A. Bulgac, M.M. Forbes, P. Magierski, 
Lecture Notes in Physics, Vol. 836, Chap. 9, p.305-373 (2012)  

… and more 
other tests...

… and more 
other tests...

Trapped 
system



Solving time-dependent problem for superfluids...Solving time-dependent problem for superfluids...
The real-time dynamics is given by equations, which are formally equivalent to the Time-Dependent HFB (TDHFB) 
or Time-Dependent Bogolubov-de Gennes (TDBdG) equations

Spin indices...where h and Δ depends on “densities”:

 a lot of nonlinear coupled 3D  
Partial Differential Equations
(in practice n=1,2,…, 105 - 106)

 a lot of nonlinear coupled 3D  
Partial Differential Equations
(in practice n=1,2,…, 105 - 106)
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https://www.topa500.org/To execute superfluid TDDFT we need supercomputers... 

Present computing capabilities:

 full 3D (unconstrained) 
   superfuid dynamics

 spatial meshes up to 1003

 number of particles up to order ~104

 

 up to 106 time steps 
    (for cold atomic systems it gives
      trajectory of length of a few ms)
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All further results 
shown here were 
generated on 
Piz Daint (CSCS)



Piz 
Daint 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 045304 (2016)

Series of MIT experiments: 
Nature 499, 426 (2013);

PRL 113, 065301 (2014);
 PRL 116, 045304 (2016);

→ observation of decay 
of a dark soliton into a vortex line 

unitary Fermi gas
(superfluid properties demonstrate here 
in form of topological defects)

Note: 
here we observe directly 

time evolution of 
density n(density n(rr,t),t) 

for quantum system

Note: 
here we observe directly 

time evolution of 
density n(density n(rr,t),t) 

for quantum system



Once we have accurate EDF
→ remarkable agreement  between theory and data!

Piz Daint 

G. Wlazłowski, K. Sekizawa, M. Marchwiany, P. Magierski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002 (2018)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 045304 (2016)

No adjusting 
parameters to the 

experiment!





 The vortex core becomes polarized!

This may be understand noting that the most energetically favorable place to store
excess unpaired spins is at the core of the vortex where ∆ = 0 -  no Cooper pairs need to be broken.

Towards dynamics in spin-imbalanced systems...Towards dynamics in spin-imbalanced systems...



New effects predicted for polarized systemsNew effects predicted for polarized systems: (not confirmed experimentally yet)

Influence on solitonic cascade: 
         final product of the cascade depends on the spin imbalance in the system

(can be verified experimentally with present setups)

Dark soliton Vortex ring Vortex lineP=20%
: Dark soliton Vortex ringP=40%
: Dark solitonP=50%
:

Stability of topological defect depends on its internal structure…

→ For sufficiently large spin-imbalance dark solitons become stable 
     (no snake instability) (see also: Reichl & Mueller,  PRA 95, 053637; Lombardi, et. al., PRA 96, 033609)

Cascade is 
suppressed by the 
polarization effects

G. Wlazłowski, K. Sekizawa, M. Marchwiany, P. Magierski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002 (2018)



Spin imbalanced systems offer a plethora of “exotic” scenarios...Spin imbalanced systems offer a plethora of “exotic” scenarios...

Clogston-Chandrasekhar condition sets the limit for the chemical potential
 

difference at which superfluidity is lost:

BCS scenario: particles at the Fermi surface form zero center 
of mass momentum Cooper pairs (for small |μ


-μ


|)

FFLO scenario: particles with opposite spins form pairs 
at the surface of their respective Fermi seas
→ the Cooper pairs acquire a momentum, which can 

be interpreted  as a spatial modulation 
    of the order parameter: Δ(r)~cos(qr) or Δ(r)~exp(iqr)

Sarma scenario: forming zero momentum pairs 
inside the majority Fermi sea
→ phase separation in momentum space

...

Figs. taken from:
Chevy & Mora, Rep. Prog. Phys. 73, 11 
(2010) 112401



Another perspective: superconductor-ferromagnet junctionAnother perspective: superconductor-ferromagnet junction



Studying proximity effects in ultra-cold atomic gasesStudying proximity effects in ultra-cold atomic gases

→ Let us start with the unpolarized (N

=N


) and uniform unitary Fermi gas…

→ … and apply locally time-dependent and spin-polarizing potential….

In the movies I’ll be showing what happens in this plane only!(calculations are 3D) 









Spatially localized excitation in the unitary Fermi gas: spin polarized dropletsspin polarized droplets with a peculiar internal structure involving the abrupt change of the pairing phase at the surface of the droplet.
P. Magierski, Bugra Tuzemen, G. Wlazłowski, arXiv:1811.00446

Energy of the system

(not confirmed experimentally yet)



Origin of stability – toy model in 1DOrigin of stability – toy model in 1D

x



Origin of stability – toy model in 1DOrigin of stability – toy model in 1D

x

Two nodal points repeleach other in 1DTwo nodal points repeleach other in 1D



Origin of stability – toy model in 3DOrigin of stability – toy model in 3D

x

There is energy cost related with the order parameter fluctuation:
In 3D this energy cost is proportional the nodal plane surface...

y

In 2D or 2D the nodal surface cannot freely expand...In 2D or 2D the nodal surface cannot freely expand...

The stability of the polarized impurity is 
dictated by the energy balance:

E
int

 - energy associated with the volume

E
shell

 - energy associated with the polarized shell 
          located at the surface

The interplay between volume and surface energies 
keeps the impurity stable.



How stable are these objects?How stable are these objects?



Experimental realization - propositionExperimental realization - proposition

experimental techniques allow to implement spin-dependent potentials…we suggest to use two crossing laser beams, each of about εF amplitude…in the crossing region the amplitude will be enhanced, allowing for efficient polarization and creation of the localized impurity….



CONCLUSIONS

(TD)DFT – route for unifee eescriptionroute for unifee eescription of static ane 
eynamic properties of large Fermi systems

(TD)SLDA has been valieateeSLDA has been valieatee over last years reveling very 
gooe agreement with experimental eata

Spin-imbalanceeSpin-imbalancee system may proviee new platformnew platform for stueies 
of superfuie eynamic

Coexistence of superfuii  pairei) ani normal 
 unpairei) components even at zero temperature limit 

Signifcant changes of internal structure, stability ani 
rigiiity of topological iefects  Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 253002  2018))

Existence of new long-livei, spin-polarizei excitation 
moie of UFG  arXiv:1811.00446)
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Open call for PhD student position.

Open call for summer internship for 
student.

Open call for PhD student position.

Open call for summer internship for 
student.

Thank you Contact:       gabriel.wlazlowski@pw.edu.pl
http://www.if.pw.edu.pl/~gabrielw/

Supercomputing
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